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South Hackensack, New Jersey:
Comprehensive Announces Addition of HDMI-EZ Termination System!
The revolutionary HDMI-EZ HDMI termination system is the latest game changer from
connectivity leader Comprehensive Cable.
For the first time ever, installers can quickly and easily terminate HDMI 1.4 capable assemblies
(4k x 2k, 3D, Deep Color, 1080p and more) to custom lengths in the field using Comprehensive’s
exciting new HDMI-EZ termination system. This unique new product finally allows both
commercial and residential installers to fully utilize the HD signals of their sources and displays
without converting them by giving them the ability to run and terminate HDMI cables to the exact
lengths needed on demand as they have done with analog cables for years.
The HDMI-EZ termination system consists of a uniquely designed connector assembly and crimp
tool that uses the reliable IDC (Insulation Displacement Connection) termination process to
quickly and easily terminate HDMI cables in the field.
The Comprehensive HDMI-EZ termination system works with 28 or 30 gauge HDMI cable and
soon will include plenum and larger gauge versions. Native lengths of up to 40 feet can be
achieved while supporting 1080p resolution. Longer lengths can be achieved by pairing up the
cables with one of Comprehensive’s HDMI booster solutions (exact resolutions and lengths
dependant upon equipment).
About Comprehensive
Known as the industry standard for premium cable performance and reliability, Comprehensive
has been the leader in professional video, audio and computer products for 35 years and is a
division of New Jersey based Vcom International Multimedia Corporation.

For more information about this product or other HDMI solutions, please visit our website at
www.comprehensivecable.com, call toll free at 800-526-0242 or e-mail
sales@comprehensivecable.com.
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